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What is SYN floods?What is SYN floods?

••In In SYN_RCVD,SYN_RCVD, the server the server 
allocates resourcesallocates resources

••Then if the client does Then if the client does 
not send the final ACK, the not send the final ACK, the 
serverserver’’s resources can be s resources can be 
easily exhausted easily exhausted SYN SYN 
FloodFlood occursoccurs
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Defend SYN FloodsDefend SYN Floods

SYN CacheSYN Cache
allocate minimal state in allocate minimal state in SYN_RCVDSYN_RCVD
allocate all the resources in allocate all the resources in ESTABLISHEDESTABLISHED
remove oldest entry when backlog is fullremove oldest entry when backlog is full

SYN CookieSYN Cookie
allocate no state for halfallocate no state for half--open connectionsopen connections
encode most of states and encrypt them into the encode most of states and encrypt them into the 
seq. no in seq. no in SYN/ACKSYN/ACK packetpacket
reconstruct state from seq. no. of the last reconstruct state from seq. no. of the last ACKACK
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Problems of SYN CookieProblems of SYN Cookie

not able to encode all TCP optionsnot able to encode all TCP options

never retransmit unacknowledged never retransmit unacknowledged 
SYN/ACKSYN/ACK packetpacket
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SYN Cache & CookiesSYN Cache & Cookies

Both do not handle application data Both do not handle application data 
piggybacked on the SYN segmentpiggybacked on the SYN segment

not alleviate bandwidth exhaustionnot alleviate bandwidth exhaustion

not decrease the normal trafficnot decrease the normal traffic’’s delay s delay 
resulting from SYN floodingresulting from SYN flooding
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RouterRouter--based schemesbased schemes

ComplementaryComplementary
Existing Schemes:Existing Schemes:

Wang et al. [3] based on SYNWang et al. [3] based on SYN--FIN pairsFIN pairs
AlAl--DuwairiDuwairi et al. [4] needs per TCP et al. [4] needs per TCP 
connection stateconnection state
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Our SchemeOur Scheme

RouterRouter--basedbased
Two phasesTwo phases

detecting: inherent TCP valid detecting: inherent TCP valid SYNSYN––FINFIN
pairs behaviorpairs behavior
mitigation: utilize the clientmitigation: utilize the client’’s persistences persistence
lightweight, stateless, but efficient and lightweight, stateless, but efficient and 
robust, and can be easily deployedrobust, and can be easily deployed
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Detecting SchemeDetecting Scheme

••Normally, a TCP Normally, a TCP 
connection begins connection begins 
with SYN, ends with with SYN, ends with 
FIN or RST;FIN or RST;

••Attacker can avoid Attacker can avoid 
detection by sending detection by sending 
a mixture FIN and a mixture FIN and 
SYN packetsSYN packets

••We use a counting Bloom Filter to count We use a counting Bloom Filter to count voidvoid--FINFIN packetspackets
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Mitigation SchemesMitigation Schemes

Three counting Bloom filters are kept:Three counting Bloom filters are kept:
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••drop the first SYN drop the first SYN 
packets when packets when 
detecting SYN detecting SYN 
floodingflooding

••drop other SYN drop other SYN 
packets with packets with 
probabilityprobability
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Results with detecting schemeResults with detecting scheme
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••Based on real Based on real 
tracetrace

••Add SYN flood Add SYN flood 
attack trafficattack traffic

••SFDSFD--BF is our BF is our 
detecting schemedetecting scheme

••YnYn > 1 indicates > 1 indicates 
SYN floodingSYN flooding
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Open IssuesOpen Issues

Evaluation the whole scheme in real Evaluation the whole scheme in real 
InternetInternet
impacts on the performance of legit TCP impacts on the performance of legit TCP 
connectionsconnections
More sophistic SYN flooding attacksMore sophistic SYN flooding attacks
On going work can be found:On going work can be found:

http://shttp://s--router.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/~sunchanghua/router.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/~sunchanghua/

http://s-router.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/~sunchanghua/
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